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Topic: Selection List Taskforce Final Recommendations 
 
Background: The Selected List Evaluation Taskforce was established in June 2006 

and was charged with evaluating YALSA’s portfolio of selected lists 
and submitting a final report to the Board in June 2007.  The report is 
provided below along with highlights from a member survey 
conducted in the spring.  At the 2007 Fall Executive Committee 
meeting, the group discussed the final report and is presenting one 
action item and two recommendations.  Some of the Taskforce’s 
recommendations are slated to be discussed at the February Board 
meeting. 

 
Action Required:   Action 
 

 
 
From the Executive Committee:  
 
“Selected Audiobooks for Young Adults” name 
YALSA used to call all of its lists some kind of  “Selected” list, such as “Selected Videos and 
DVDs for Young Adults.” BBYA and Quick Picks changed their name years ago and are now 
more marketable under their current name.  “Selected Audiobooks for Young Adults” is the last 
remaining YALSA list using the old “Selected” name.  As a name it is neither catchy nor very 
marketable.  The recommendation from the Selected Lists Evaluation Task Force and the 
Executive Committee is to give it a new catchier title, one that will appeal to teens as well as 
collection developers, so that it could be better marketed and therefore become more widely 
known, especially with the general public and educators.  The timing is good for a name change 
also, as the first Odyssey Award is about to be announced.  Therefore, the Executive Committee 
recommends that the name be changed to “Amazing Audiobooks for Young Adults,” effective 
immediately.   
 
Themes for Popular Paperbacks 
The Executive Committee came to a consensus that it would be beneficial if themes for this list 
were chosen more strategically, when appropriate.  For example, the committee could choose to 
use an upcoming Teen Read Week or Teen Tech Week theme to develop into one of its themed 
lists.  Another example might be if it is known that a book or movie with teen appeal is being 
released in the year the committee is developing its lists, such as Lord of the Rings.  Developing 
a fantasy list that year would make the list popular with the media and assist YALSA with 
getting good coverage in newspapers and other publications.  From time to time the Board may 
want to communication through the Board Liaison to the Popular Paperbacks chair any possible 
ideas for such strategic lists. 
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Other Selected Lists 
Based on feedback members provided in the selected list survey, the Executive Committee 
contacted the editor of YALS and encouraged her to seek out persons to write articles featuring 
annotated lists of: games, music, magazines and zines, Spanish language titles, titles for younger 
teens, web sites and nonfiction.  This effort fits well with results from the periodicals survey, 
which indicated that YALS readers wanted more annotated bibliographies.   
 
Additional Information: 
Report from the Selected Lists Evaluation Taskforce 
We came up with our suggestions for the Board to look at regarding the 1) continued relevance 
of the existing focus/philosophy of the lists; 2) appropriateness of current policies and 
procedures; 3) opportunity for generating revenue; 4) strengths and weaknesses of marketing 
efforts; 5) strengths and weaknesses of the current format for the announcement and any 
subsequent recognition and/or conference program(s); 6) determining completeness of YALSA 
coverage of selection lists, and any possible need from librarians for additional lists. 
 
General Recommendations 
 
• Propose a task force be created to examine creating a selected list for best adult books for 

young adults. This list could have the same relationship to Alex as BBYA has to Printz. 
• Propose a task force be created to examine creating a selected list for video games. 
• Create a graphic design to be used to identify YALSA Selected Lists and make it available 

for sale on stickers that can be purchased by libraries and booksellers to promote books and 
media named to the selected lists. 

• It is recommended that whenever possible the board liaison to the specific committee have 
served on that committee in the past.  

• It is recommended that a conference program featuring booktalks of books and clips of the 
various A/V media selected by the lists be offered.  

 
 Committee Policy and Procedures specific recommendations 
 

• BBYA: change: Eligibility Time Frame to  
o In that section after first paragraph add: “To be eligible, a title must have been 

designated by its publisher as being either a young adult book or one published 
for the age range that YALSA defines as ‘young adult,’ i.e., 12 through 18. Adult 
books are not eligible.” 

o Change third paragraph of section titled Membership to: “If someone resigns prior 
to annual conference, the current President of the Association appoints a new 
person to fill that particular term. Positions vacated after annual conference will 
not be filled.” 

o Change the fourth paragraph of section titled Membership to: “There are 15 
personal committee members. The Editor or designee of the "Books for Youth" 
section of Booklist is a non-voting member of the committee and serves as an 
advisor.” 
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• Quick Picks 

o In section titled Evaluation add: “Committee members are encouraged to solicit 
the opinions of teens on titles being considered.” 

o Delete the section titled Booklist Consultant: “The Editor of the Books for Youth 
section of Booklist serves as consultant to the committee. The consultant shall 
attend committee meetings and assist the Chair.” 

 
• Selected Audiobooks: 

o Add: “To be eligible, a title must have been designated by its publisher as being 
either a young adult title or one published for the age range that YALSA defines 
as ‘young adult,’ i.e., 12 through 18. Adult audiobooks are not eligible.” 

 
Concluding remarks: 
I do have the report we came up with including the policies and procedures with suggest changes 
in red as a Word document that I could send. 
 
This committee worked very hard and discussed the issues we were charged with at great length. 
The major change we recommend, changing the eligibility of adult titles for BBYA and Selected 
Audiobooks was extremely difficult but after talking to committee members, past and present, 
we determined that the booms in publishing for the YA audience of books and graphic novels is 
a huge field to consider and that also considering adult books for young adults made the current 
charges impossible for the committees. 
 
Highlights from Member Survey on Selected Lists 
 
Most used list:  

1. BBYA 
 
Least used list:  
      1.  Selected DVDs (titles aren’t relevant, my library doesn’t purchase DVDs, someone else in 
my library purchases AV, wasn’t aware of the list) 
 
Find out about the lists primarily from: 

1. YALSA web site – 75% 
2. VOYA – 39% 
3. SLJ – 38% 

 
Where else would it be helpful to disseminate the lists? 

1. Promote at state and regional conferences 
2. Market them directly to the public 

 
If YALSA added new selected lists to its portfolio, which ones would you use regularly?   

1. Nonfiction – 62% 
2. Titles for younger teens – 57% 
3. Magazines and zines – 48% 
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4. Web sites – 44% 
5. Games – 33% 
6. Music – 30% 
7. Spanish language titles – 21% 
8. Other (clean booklists, popular technologies) – 3% 

 
If YALSA produced products for the lists, which ones would you most likely buy? 

1. bookmarks 
 
Complete survey results can be viewed at: http://tinyurl.com/2rle3u 
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